MNC Software Release SNMP Translator for Mosaic

At MNC Software, our philosophy has always been to allow the customer to evolve the system on their
terms, with or without our assistance.
To that continuing goal, we are pleased to announce the release of our full featured SNMP translator.
With this new utility, simply load in the MIB files, make any customizations and let the translator do the
rest. Instead of a turnaround of days or weeks, you can be in control of your new SNMP enabled device
within hours.
In fact, if you need immediate monitoring, you can be up and running within minutes and then tailor the
device configuration over time. That same capability to evolve over time provides the ability to apply a
configuration for one device to another device. Adding a new device within the same family becomes
even that much easier.

Features now includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selection of which OIDs to monitor.
Full SNMP table support
Definition of commands which translate into SNMP sets.
Trap definition
Poll group definition together with poll frequency

ABOUT MNC Software
MNC Software is a forward-thinking and innovative company focused on supplying high-quality software
and software services to the aerospace and broadcasting industries. Our engineering team has over 50
years of combined experience developing and integrating mission critical real-time monitor and control
systems. We designed, developed, and deployed the first true commercial multi-satellite capable
monitor and control system. We developed and integrated various network management software
solutions for use in broadcast management, ground station management, and infrastructure
management.
In June of 2008, MNC Software was formed in San Diego, California to continue the evolution of what a
monitor and control product can and should be. Our prior experience with these disparate monitor and
control system requirements and operational philosophies instilled in us the need for the following
company-wide principles:




Superior software architecture
Highest quality standards
Exceptional customer communication and support

These principles are evident in our core product, Mosaic, and the consistent high level of satisfaction of
our customers around the world. Combined, these have allowed MNC Software to maintain continuous
year over year growth even during the recent difficult economic times. This growth has been
continuously fed back into Mosaic resulting in the world’s most advanced monitor and control solution.
Simply put, our motto at MNC Software, is that we are committed to providing satellite and network
operators with the tools and solutions to simplify the complex tasks required of them.

ABOUT RADICA BROADCAST SYSTEMS
Radica is a leading system integrator and equipment supplier based in the UK. For over 30 years Radica
has been working with the broadcast radio market around the world and are distributors for 2wcom,
Inovonics, Davicom, MNC Software and Nautel.
Radica will be exhibiting at IBC from 9-13th September on stand 8.B38g in hall 8. Email
enquiries@radica.com to book an appointment or find out more.

